
Hi NUMdergrads!

Thanks to everyone who came out to the PULS-NUM Talent Show last Thursday and NUM-SAPEK
Concussion Awareness Symposium. There were some great performances and speakers! Elections and
much more are coming up this week so read on!!!

NUM Executive Council 2014/2015 Elections
The time is here! Elections for next year's NUM Executive Council kick off this week. To be eligible to
run, you must be a U1 or U2 Neuroscience major or minor student. Print out a nomination form and
gather your signatures by Friday, March 21 6:00pm, as well as send in a max 200 word blurb about
yourself to Perry Spratt. Campaigning is March 22-28 and voting is online March 29-30. For further
election information, check out this concise info page, our website, or email the current NUM CEO Perry
Spratt. For detailed descriptions of each position, check out the NUM Constitution or come to
the Election Information Session thisTuesday, March 18 from 4:30-5:30pm in Burnside 1B22. Timbits
promised.

Why Neuroscience?
NUM is hosting a Why Neuroscience event this Wednesday, March 19 from 6:00-8:00pm in the Jeanne
Timmins Amphitheatre of the Montreal Neurological Institute. Drs. David Ragsdale, Michael Hendricks,
and Luda Diatchenko will be speaking about why they chose Neuroscience. This event is directed at U0
and CEGEP students who are looking into studying Neuroscience at McGill. If you know anyone who
would be interested in attending, direct them to the Facebook event page. Light refreshments will be
served.

NUM-SACS Graduation Formal
NUM is partnering with Cognitive Science to bring you guys a Graduation Formal on Thursday, March
27. We've rented out the club AURA and will be having anopen bar from 9pm-midnight. The theme
is roaring 20s - think Great Gatsby. Tickets are $25, which includes open bar and coat check, and are on
sale at NUM office hours this week and next. For more information, check out the Facebook event page.

Revamped website: http://num.sus.mcgill.ca/
The website has been updated! Many of the events from this year have been posted, including photos!
Go find yourself! As well, a section with research information has been added, which has useful
information on finding a supervisor and funding for research jobs at McGill in neuroscience.

MedSpecs and MedCoach Present: The Ultimate MMI Interview Crash Course
MMI interviews coming up? Not sure what to expect? Looking for practice? MedSpecs and MedCoach
are partnering to present to you the ULTIMATE MMI INTERVIEW CRASH COURSE. Come and learn about
what it takes to master your MMI and Standard Interview and participate in sample question
discussions! The speakers are a group of McGill Med Students who advise about med applications and
interviews, so don't miss out! There will be a 20-30 minute presentation about MMIs followed by 2-3
scenarios with volunteers! And free pizza. The event is Tuesday, March 18th from 6:30-8:00pm in
Stewart Biology Building S1/3. Reserve your (free) ticket here and for more information check out
the Facebook event page.

Brain Imaging in Alzheimer's Disease Masters or PhD Position
The lab of Dr. Pedro Rosa-Neto at the Montreal Neurological Institute is looking for a student interested
in doing a masters or PhD degree in brain imaging to study Alzheimer’s disease. They need someone



who wants to learn how to analyze and interpret resting-state fMRI images in humans, starting this
summer (or sooner). Their lab is strong in translational research, meaning that the student will have the
opportunity to combine fMRI findings with PET & DTI imaging, rat findings, genetics and cognitive
assessments. Programming skills is a plus. Dr. Pedro Rosa-Neto has both strong clinical and imaging
background. If interested, email Segian Wang.

Chalet, eh?
Biochemistry and Biology have invited neuroscience students to their weekend winter Canadian retreat
at a secluded chalet! There are many athletic, scientific, and drinking activities planned. Tickets
are $70 and includes transportation, shelter, and food & snacks for the whole weekend. The weekend is
BYOB! Check out the Facebook event page for more information. Tickets are on sale at the BUGS office
hours in McMed 511.

Office Hours
As always, office hours are Thursdays and Fridays 12-2pm in Burnside 1B22.

Much love,
NUM

Contact us:
NUM Facebook group
NUM website
NUM email


